WHAT FORCES SHAPE YOU?

OPENING HOURS
Monday to Sunday 10.00 – 18.00 (last ticket entry, exhibition to be clear by 19.30)
Entries are scheduled every 15 minutes
The O2 - Peninsula Square - London SE10 0DX

GETTING HERE
By tube: Take the Jubilee Line to North Greenwich
By bus: Routes 108, 129, 132, 181, 188, 422, 472 and 488 all stop at North Greenwich station
By DLR: Just one stop via the Jubilee Line from Canary Wharf or Canning Town
By Emirates Air-Line: Links between Emirates Royal Dock and Emirates Greenwich Peninsula for The O2
By boat: Get here via the river with MBNA Thames Clippers. Jump off at North Greenwich Pier for The O2

Don't miss your chance to join the 1.5 million visitors to the exhibition. Book tickets now at
WWW.STARWARSIDENTITIES.COM

WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT YOU BOOK YOUR TICKETS IN ADVANCE. TICKETS SOLD AT THE VENUE ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. DUE TO HIGH DEMAND, WE CANNOT GUARANTEE ENTRY IF YOU PLAN TO BUY ON SITE.

BOOK TICKETS NOW
The O2
Discover your identity in a galaxy far, far away...

Get to know the characters of Star Wars™ on a whole new level in the groundbreaking exhibition STAR WARS Identities. See your favourite characters like you’ve never seen them before, explore what makes you who you are and discover the Star Wars hero hiding inside you!

Visitors will develop a better understanding of what makes the characters of Star Wars who they are, and at the same time explore their own identity with one question: What forces shape you?

Pick up your lightsaber... your journey into identity awaits!

The exclusive collection of 200 original artefacts, including props, models, costumes and artwork from the Star Wars films, an interactive identity quest and insightful scientific content all work together in STAR WARS Identities to follow the dramatic journeys of the characters and help you create your very own unique Star Wars character.

FROM 18TH NOVEMBER 2016 TO 3RD SEPTEMBER 2017